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                                 Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad 
                                                   Kandi - 502 284, Telangana, India,  

     Phone:(040)2301 6773 

 
No. IITH/40/A/2022/RTI/MS                      

Dated: 14.03.2022 
To 
 
 

 

Sub: Disposal of appeal filed under RTI Act, 2005. 
Ref:  1. Your RTI application with Reg. No. IITHY/R/E/22/00003, dt.15.01.2022. 

                    2.Your appeal No. IITHY/A/E/22/00001, Dt.19.02.2022 
 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
 
   I have gone through your appeal with registration No. IITHY/A/E/22/00001, 
dt.19.02.2022 and the reply furnished by the CPIO with reference to your RTI application 
cited above.  Having examined the matter in detail, I sum up my observations as follows. 
   

Information Sought 
Information given and details of 

documents, if any, furnished.  

Does it mean candidate submitting an out dated caste 
certificate is ineligible for that reserved post? where 
he applied for renewal of the same and even after 
getting the 
latest one. 
Here its happened in IITH/2021/Rec/NF/09 Dated 11-
09- 2021. I applied for the post of Technical 
Superintendent (Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering) allotted an 
application No. 1643. Initially, IIT Hyderabad did not 
shortlist me and status is like Outdated Caste 
Certificate and asked for the submission of grievance 
on or before 10th Dec 2021 without any provision for 
submission of attachment. The grievance submitted 
like My application is not shortlisted with reason 
Outdated caste certificate. If you are giving me an 
opportunity, I am ready to submit the latest OBC 
Certificate immediately. The same is also indicated in 
the application form. On 6th Jan 2022, I received an 
email from IITH, and I was not shortlisted. While 
applying, I also submitted my old OBC Certificate 
along with the acknowledgement card of my 
application of regenerating latest OBC certificate and 
also mentioned the same in grievance. 
Is there any provision that I may not belong to be an 
OBC reserved candidate in between this span? 

Please refer to the Instruction no. 6(5) of 
General Instructions of the Institute’s 
advertisement no. IITH/2021/Rec/NF/09 
Dated 11-09- 2021, where the 
instructions related to the OBC certificate 
have been given. 
(Copy of Advertisement is enclosed) 
 
The PIO shall provide the information 
that is available with him but cannot 
provide information against the 
hypothetical questions. 
 
 

 

Grounds of the appeal: 
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“No Response Within the Time Limit” 

 

Appeal Text:  
 
IITHY/R/E/22/00003 is not replied till now. Kindly provide the information as per my RTI 

request. 

 

Disposal of Appeal:  

 

1. A reply to your RTI request No: IITHY/R/E/22/00003 dt.15.01.2022 had been given by 
the CPIO well in time i.e. on 11.02.2022. Please find the details in the annexure-I attached 
below. There is no merit in the grounds of your appeal. 
 
2. Accordingly, your appeal cited above stands disposed of. 

 

3. Appeal against the decision of the Appellate Authority lies with the Central Information 

Commission, Room No.326, ‘C’ Wing, II Floor, August Kranti Bhawan, Bhikaji Cama 

Place, NEW DELHI 110 066. 

                                                        
   Yours Sincerely, 

 

     
Cmde. Manohar Nambiar (Retd),Ph.D. 

Registrar & Appellate Authority, 
e-mail: registrar@iith.ac.in  

040 2301 6055 
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